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a b s t r a c t
The use of electric pulses to increase cell membrane permeability – electroporation – has, among other
applications also been used on skin for (a) enhanced transdermal molecular delivery or (b) the delivery of
drugs or DNA into viable skin cells. Based on ﬁnite element numerical method, we theoretically described
skin electropermeabilization and the amount of heating in and around an electrically created pore in the
stratum corneum (SC). With the model, we address both, electrical as well as thermal effects on skin
tissue, speciﬁcally for electrode design and pulse protocols we used for gene electrotransfer in vivo
(already published results), where plasmid DNA was injected intradermally with a syringe and external
plate electrodes were used for pulse delivery. Theoretical results obtained with the model show no
signiﬁcant further thermal expansion of the aqueous pore for our speciﬁc pulse protocol (one short high
voltage pulse: 400 V, 100 ls + one longer low voltage pulse: 80 V, 400 ms), as well as no thermal damage
to the tissue. With some modiﬁcations to the protocol, electroporation could be used to (a) create pores in
the SC through which to transport the DNA, and then (b) introduce the DNA into viable skin cells.
Ó 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Electroporation or the use of electric pulses to increase cell
membrane permeability is present in many molecular biology
and medical applications. These include electrochemotherapy,
DNA transfection for DNA vaccination and gene therapy, transdermal drug delivery, cell fusion, tissue ablation [1–8]. The concept of
reversible electroporation is using electric pulses to establish
increased transmembrane voltage on the phospholipid bilayer of
a biological cell in order to increase its permeability. This transient
permeability increase preserves cell viability and facilitates cell uptake of drugs or DNA. In our published in vivo study [9], a combination of a short high voltage (HV), followed by a longer low
voltage (LV) pulse was used to introduce DNA into skin cells. HV
pulses alone result in a high level of cell membrane permeabilization (permeabilizing pulse), but very low DNA transfer. However,
in combination with one or more LV pulses (electrophoretic pulse),
a large increase in DNA transfer occurs [10,11].
Further, electroporation can also be used on skin tissue to permeabilize lipid bilayers of the highly impermeable outermost dead
layer of skin – the stratum corneum (SC) – in order to increase
transdermal transport of substances such as drugs or other large
molecules. Ionic and molecular transport across the skin subjected
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to high voltage pulses is highly localized in sites termed local
transport regions (LTRs) [12–16]. Their size depends on pulse duration, while pulse amplitude dictates their density. Local transport
regions are formed as a result of the application of electric pulses
on skin and are expanded by resistive heating caused by high local
current density due to the electrical conductivity increase inside
the LTRs.
During our in vivo experiments, the DNA was introduced into
the skin tissue by means of a hypodermic needle. It may, however,
be feasible to employ the method of electroporation to ﬁrst transport molecules through the otherwise impermeable stratum corneum, and second, introduce them into viable skin cells. Yet one
of the concerns associated with electrically mediated transdermal
delivery and/or gene transfer into viable skin cells is the amount
of resistive heating in the tissue. Excessive heating is unwanted
not only to avoid skin burns and assure patient safety, but also
to avoid damage to viable cells aimed for transfection and to avoid
thermally induced damage to the delivered DNA. A lot of work,
both theoretical and experimental, has been done to evaluate different pulse parameters and electrode design and their inﬂuence
on the outcome of the treatment [17]. Although potential excess
of the resistive heating during electroporation has been demonstrated [18–22], thermal aspect is mostly overlooked in treatment
planning and theoretical analysis of speciﬁc applications of electroporation-based treatments.
In this paper, we theoretically describe skin electropermeabilization and study the amount of heating in and around an electrically created pore in the stratum corneum, in order to evaluate
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Nomenclature
V
T
QDC

Abbreviations
SC
stratum corneum
LTR
local transport region
HV
high voltage
LV
low voltage

r
q
c
k

Physical variables and constants
E
electric ﬁeld
J
electric current density

electric potential
temperature
resistive heat
electrical conductivity
mass density
speciﬁc heat capacity
thermal conductivity

possible thermal damage of skin, as well as the delivered DNA. Our
theoretical model was based on the ﬁnite element method. This
method is habitually used in theoretical analysis, efﬁcient protocol,
pulse parameters and electrode design and treatment planning
[23–26]. Numerical models of electroporation of skin tissue from
the aspect of nonlinear changes in tissue electrical conductivity
have been described before and proved successful in theoretical
explanation of experimentally observed phenomena [27–29]. Speciﬁcally on skin, several theoretical models on microscopical or
submicroscopical scale were made [30,31]. Further, thermal effects
of electric pulses on skin tissue have been studied by Becker and
Kuznetsov [32–34]. In our present paper, we address both, electrical as well as thermal effects on skin tissue, speciﬁcally for electrode design and pulse protocols used for gene electrotransfer
reported previously [9].

different layers, but the one that deﬁnes its electric properties the
most is the outermost layer, the stratum corneum, composed of
dead, ﬂat skin cells. Although very thin (typically around 20 lm),
its low electrical conductivity dictates the electric properties of
skin. During pulse application, voltage is distributed between skin
layers proportionally to their resistivities (as in serially connected
resistors – a voltage divider). The electric ﬁeld in the stratum corneum at the onset of pulse delivery is thus several fold higher than
in the dermis and the viable epidermis, where it is well under the
electroporation threshold. However, due to nonlinear changes in
the tissue, the viable skin layers end up getting exposed to an electric ﬁeld high enough for a successful tissue electropermeabilization [27–29].

2. Theoretical considerations

The equation frequently used in the modeling of heat transfer in
living tissue is Pennes’ bioheat equation [35]. This bioheat model
was derived from the measurements of the temperature distribution in the forearm of human subjects and includes the contributions from blood ﬂow and metabolic heat production. However,
these contributions were neglected in our model, for several reasons: ﬁrst, the cooling effect of the blood in the skin during the short
electric pulses is very small, compared to the contribution of the
resistive heating. Moreover, it has been shown that the application
of the electric pulses during electroporation induces fast and significant reduction in blood ﬂow in the treated area [36–38]. And second, the rate of metabolic heat generation during the pulse protocol
is, again, negligible compared to the contribution of the resistive
heating. Both are especially true in the epidermis (almost no vascularization or metabolic heat production), where most of the heat
dissipation takes place during SC electroporation and LTR expansion. Therefore, we used the equation describing heat transfer by
conduction in both, electrode, as well as the tissue:

2.1. Electrical effects on tissue
In [9], unipolar rectangular electric pulses were used for electroporation and gene transfer. The protocols resulting in a successful gene transfection consisted of one short, high-voltage (HV)
pulse (amplitude: 280 or 400 V, duration: 100 ls), followed by a
long, low voltage (LV) pulse (amplitude: 56 or 80 V, duration:
400 ms). These pulses were much longer than the cell membrane
charging time (in the order of a few microseconds), which means
that the electric ﬁeld distribution can be modeled in its steadystate. We used the Laplace steady-state equation, disregarding
the transients that occur during the pulse rise time.

r  ðrrVÞ ¼ 0

ð1Þ

In the above equation, V is the voltage and r is the conductivity of
the material. The electric ﬁeld in a tissue and electric current passing through the tissue are coexisting and are related by Ohm’s law:

J ¼ rE

ð2Þ

where J is the current density and E is the electric ﬁeld. All of the
above equations are linear, however, the electrical behavior of tissue exposed to permeabilizing electric pulses is nonlinear, with
the nonlinearity being hidden in tissue material properties. Namely,
experiments have shown a nonlinear increase in tissue conductivity
due to cell membrane electroporation. In the areas of the tissue
where the electric ﬁeld exceeds a given threshold (termed reversible electroporation threshold), tissue conductivity increases. This
phenomenon is termed tissue electropermeabilization. Although
both terms are often used as a synonym, in this paper the term electroporation is used to describe the method, while electropermeabilization is its most important outcome – the increased permeability
of the cell membrane.
When referring to its electric properties, skin is highly intricate
tissue due to its inhomogeneous structure. Skin epidermis contains

2.2. Heat transfer in tissue

qc

@T
 r  ðk  rTÞ ¼ Q DC
@t

ð3Þ

where q is the mass density of the material, c is its speciﬁc heat
capacity, k is its thermal conductivity, T is the temperature and
QDC is resistive heat generated during the pulse(s).
The stratum corneum undergoes several thermally induced
phase transitions at elevated temperatures. These temperatures
may differ slightly for different animal species, however, in the
range of 30–120 °C, roughly four phase transitions were identiﬁed:
at around 45 °C (lipid packing phase transition), at 70 °C (lipid
melting, disappearance of the bilayer structure, increased water
permeation), at 85 °C (protein-associated lipid transition, irreversible), and at 100 °C (irreversible protein denaturation) [39–43].
Therefore, it is reasonable to expect changes in thermal properties
of skin as the temperature increases during pulse delivery.
Further, a strong coupling between the thermal effects and the
conduction current effects exists through the temperature coefﬁ-
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cient for electrical conductivity. Namely, the tissue electrical conductivity increases with temperature, which results in a mutual
dependence. However, the temperature coefﬁcient is in the range
of 1–3%/°C [44], which is signiﬁcantly smaller than the increase
in tissue conductivity due to electroporation (4-fold for viable skin
layers) and was thus neglected.
2.3. The process of LTR formation in skin
It has been shown that molecular and ionic transport across the
skin subjected to high voltage pulses is highly localized in transdermal paths termed local transport regions (LTRs) [12–16]. They
are formed in the sites of the electrically induced pores through
the cell membranes of the stratum corneum (SC) that are expanded
into larger LTRs by resistive heating. According to some published
studies [12,13], the size of the LTRs depends on pulse duration,
while pulse amplitude dictates their density. Speciﬁcally for high
voltage pulses, the reported size of the resulting LTRs is typically
around 100 lm in diameter and their density 25–90 LTRs per
0.1 cm2. For short pulses, typical minimum LTR size is about
100 lm in diameter; for longer pulses, the sizes increase up to
300 lm. In this paper, the term pore is used to refer to an aqueous
path through the lipid bilayers of the cells in the SC – the electrical
effect of electroporation. On the other hand, the term local transport region – LTR – describes a larger aqueous path thermally expanded by resistive heating.
When comparing the conductivity of skin exposed to long
pulses with the conductivity of unpulsed skin exposed to temperatures above 70 °C, a similar electrical conductivity is found. Once
the pulsing ceases, a fast recovery of the non-heated regions (sites
involved in ionic transport) takes place, while only slow recovery
occurs at the heated molecular transport sites where the energy
dissipation was sufﬁcient to exceed the phase transition temperature of the skin lipids from quasi crystal to liquid crystal state
(70 °C).

from the aspect of bulk electrical conductivity changes in tissue,
without any regard to the resistive heating in the tissue. In the
present paper, we combine both, electrically as well as thermally
induced changes in skin tissue during electroporation. The coupled
numerical model is based on ﬁnite element method and was made
in COMSOL Multiphysics. Tissue and electrode setups and pulse
parameters were the same as in our previous models [27–29],
and are describing our in vivo experiments on rat skin reported
previously [9].
3.1. Geometry
Four layers of skin formed into a skin fold were modeled: stratum corneum, viable epidermis, the dermis and the subcutaneous
layer of fat and connective tissue. The pulses were delivered
through two parallel plate electrodes of 1 mm thickness and
4 mm interelectrode distance. The area of the electrodes in contact
with skin was approximately 1 cm  1 cm. A conductive gel was
used in experiments in order to assure good electrical contact between the skin and the electrodes, however, in the numerical model conductive gel was not modeled as a separate layer. By taking
advantage of the symmetry in the experimental setup and a repetitive pattern of electrically created pores, only a small part of the
geometry was modeled. The whole geometry was thus represented
by applying appropriate boundary conditions (see Section 3.2). In
this way we reduced the complexity of the model and avoided
numerical problems that could render the calculation impossible.
The diameter of the SC pore was 15 lm. Although electrically created pores in a biological cell membrane are much smaller (in the
order of nm), pathways spanning several layers of ﬂattened corneocytes in the electroporated SC are more likely in the order of
lm. Namely, as the diameter of a corneocyte is around 30–
50 lm, the pore diameter of 15 lm seems reasonable. The scheme
of the skin-electrode experimental setup and the modeled part of a
stratum corneum pore with its surroundings are shown in Fig. 1.

3. Numerical model

3.2. Boundary, initial conditions and material properties

In our previously published work [27], we described the mechanism of the nonlinear process of skin electropermeabilization

We took advantage of the symmetrical geometry of the skin fold
with the electrodes, so only a half of the skin fold was considered

Fig. 1. A schematic picture of the in vivo experimental setup on rat skin and the geometry of the numerical model. The length of this cutout spans the thickness of the skin
plus one electrode. The modeled stratum corneum pore with its surroundings represents the repetitive pattern of such pores in the stratum corneum underneath the
electrodes. The thicknesses of the modeled layers were: subcutaneous tissue: 650 lm, the dermis: 1000 lm, viable epidermis with papillary dermis: 330 lm, the stratum
corneum: 20 lm, the electrode: 1000 lm. The diameter of the pore: 15 lm.
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and thermal properties for stainless steels were assigned in that
domain. The most difﬁcult part was assigning the material properties to the stratum corneum pore. An approximate 150–2500-fold
increase of electrical conductivity inside an LTR when compared
to SC was reported in [13]. As the applied contact gel ﬁlls the newly
formed aqueous pore, such increase seems realistic. The electrical
conductivity of the pore was thus set to 0.1 (1000-fold increase).
Further, no data for thermal properties of the contact gel were
found, so in order to set thermal properties of the aqueous pore,
the properties of SC were averaged with those of water (water:
mass density = 1000 kg/m3, heat capacity = 4180 J/kg K, thermal
conductivity = 0.6 W/mK). Pre-pulse material properties can be
found in Table 2.
The initial values of the temperature distribution in the tissue
and the electrode were set with the following procedure:

for modeling. This approach can be used when both, the geometry
as well as the sources (in our case electric current) exert the same
symmetry. Further, even though the distribution of electrically created pores is random, we considered a square lattice arrangement.
In this way, we could represent this repetitive pattern with only a
small part of the skin underneath the electrode. In our previous
models [28,29], a larger pattern of LTR array was modeled and a
honeycomb lattice was chosen, as this kind of arrangement is probably closer to the actual LTR distribution than the square lattice.
However, when representing an inﬁnite array with a single pore,
a square lattice arrangement is easier to model, while still offering
a good approximation.
Reported density of local transport regions ranges from 5 to 90
LTRs per 0.1 cm2 [12–14]. Speciﬁcally for high voltage pulses, the
density of the resulting LTRs is typically around 25–90 LTRs per
0.1 cm2 and is increased with increasing pulse voltage. Our model
represents the density of 40 pores per 0.1 cm2.
The boundary conditions were as follows: The pulse voltage
amplitude (V0) was applied to the electrode faces. Because of the
symmetry of the skin fold, the electric potential on the tissue bottom face (the midplane of the skin fold) is half of the applied voltage (V0/2). The electrical insulation on tissue side faces (in other
words no current ﬂow in the tissue in the direction parallel to
the electrodes) represents the inﬁnite pattern of pores. It has to
be emphasized that this assumption holds only for the tissue away
from the electrode edges. Similarly, there is no heat exchange in
the direction parallel to the electrodes (thermal insulation), as well
as across the symmetry plane in the middle of the skin fold (thermal insulation on the tissue bottom plane). Further, the electrodes
represent a heat sink and the heat is dissipated into surrounding
air through the electrode top face. Boundary conditions are compiled in Table 1.
The material properties of tissue before pulse delivery, hence
before electrically and thermally induced changes, are based on
data reported in the literature. The values of skin layers’ electrical
conductivity were found in [45–49]. Due to the absence of reported
data on electrical conductivity separately for viable epidermis and
the dermis, the same conductivity was assigned to both. The same
values were used in our previous models [28,29]. The data on thermal properties of skin were found in [32–34,44,50–53]. They were
measured mostly on human or pig skin, while our experiments
were conducted on rat skin. However, apart from the skin layer
thicknesses, the differences are most likely not signiﬁcant. As the
electrodes were made of stainless steel, typical values of electrical

 First the temperature distribution before the tissue-electrode
contact was deﬁned. The electrodes and the conductive gel
were acclimatized to the ambient temperature in the experimentation room, which was 22 °C. Ambient temperature also
decreases the skin temperature by a couple of degrees, compared to body core temperature (37 °C). Therefore, we set the
initial temperature of the skin tissue to uniform 34 °C [50].
 Second, we calculated the equilibration temperature after the
tissue-electrode contact has been made, and before pulse delivery. The time of equilibration was 30 s.
 This equilibration temperature distribution was used as initial
value of the independent variable T during pulse delivery, while
the boundary condition on the skin tissue bottom face (the midplane of the skin fold) was set to thermal insulation, due to the
symmetrical nature of the setup.

3.3. Meshing and solution procedure
Even though only a small part of the real geometry was modeled, a large number of ﬁnite elements could not be avoided. This
was due to large dimensional differences between different parts
of the model (it includes small structures such as a thin layer of
SC and a pore). The stratum corneum with a thermally expanding
pore also represent parts with very different material properties, as
well as regions of interest, so the mesh in these areas was made
denser. The mesh consisted of 68,653 tetrahedral elements and
1,530,199 degrees of freedom.

Table 1
Boundary conditions.

Conductive media DC
Heat transfer

Electrode top face

Electrode side faces

Tissue side faces

Tissue bottom face

V = V0
n  (k  T) = h(Tinf  T)
(heat dissipation into surrounding air)

V = V0
n  (k  T) = 0
(thermal insulation)

n  J = 0 (electrical insulation)
n  (k  T) = 0
(thermal insulation)

V = V0/2
n  (k  T) = 0
(thermal insulation)

V0 is delivered pulse amplitude.
Heat transfer coefﬁcient, h = 25 W/m2 K.
External temperature, Tinf = 22 °C (295 K).

Table 2
Pre-pulse material properties.
SC

SC pore

Viable epidermis

Dermis

Subcut. tissue

Electrodes

Conductive media DC
El. conductivity, r (S/m)

0.0001

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.05

1.35  106

Heat transfer
Mass density, q (kg/m3)
Heat capacity, c (J/kg K)
Therm. conductivity, k (W/m K)

1400
3600
0.2

1200
3890
0.4

1200
3600
0.24

1200
3300
0.45

900
2400
0.19

7810
477
16.9
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Table 3
Electro-thermally induced changes of tissue material properties.
SC

Viable epidermis

Dermis

Subcut. tissue

E-dependent changes
El. conductivity, r (S/m)

No change

0.2 ? 0.8

0.2 ? 0.8

0.05 ? 0.2

T-dependent changes
Mass density, q (kg/m3)
Heat capacity, c (J/kg K)
Therm. conductivity, k (W/m K)
LTR expansion

No change
3600 ? 4200b
0.2 ? 0.25c
T > 60 °C: SC ? LTR

No change
3600 ? 4200b
0.24 ? 0.3c

No change
No change
No change

No change
No change
No change

a

a
b
c

(Nonpermeabilized ? fully permeabilized tissue).
Linearly in the temperature range from 60 to 85 °C.
Linearly in the temperature range from 37 to 85 °C.

At the beginning of the ﬁnite element analysis, the pre-pulse
equilibration temperature distribution after the electrode-tissue
contact was calculated (see the explanation at the end of previous
subsection). After 30 s of equilibration, the pulsing protocol was
turned on. During pulse delivery, tissue conductivities in the model
were iteratively changed according to the electric ﬁeld distribution, until the steady state was reached. Tissue permeabilization
was gradual between the 600 V/cm and the 1200 V/cm of the local
electric ﬁeld. The current solution was used to look for the areas
where the electric ﬁeld exceeded the pre-set electric ﬁeld threshold. Tissue conductivity was increased in those areas. This process
was described in detail in [27].
Further, various nonlinearities were also included in the thermal part of the model. First, heat capacity and thermal conductivity
were dependent on the temperature. We found no reports on temperature dependences of those parameters speciﬁcally for skin.
However, data could be found for biological tissues in general
and speciﬁcally for liver tissue and for collagen [54–56]. The reported approximate rise of heat capacity between 60 and 85 °C
amounts to 17%, while the rise of thermal conductivity between
physiological temperature (37 °C) and 85 °C is about 25%. A significant rise of the temperature is expected in the stratum corneum
and the viable epidermis, so temperature dependent parameter
changes were assigned only in the outer skin layers. As the effect
of temperature on the densities of liquids and solids is small, we
assumed no mass density changes. The second thermal nonlinearity was the expansion of the stratum corneum pore when critical
temperature was reached. Reported temperature at which lipid
melting associated with LTR formation starts is in the temperature
range of 60–70 °C [39–43]. The modeled nonlinearities are shown
in Table 3.

4. Results and discussion
During our ﬁnite element analysis, we used the same pulse protocol as in our published in vivo experiments [9]. The two protocols
showing the highest degree of gene electrotransfer were: (a) HV:
400 V, 100 ls + LV: 56 V, 400 ms, and (b) HV: 280 V, 100 ls + LV:
80 V, 400 ms. To get the maximum estimation of the temperature
rise, the highest HV and the highest LV of the two protocols was
used: HV: 400 V, 100 ls + LV: 80 V, 400 ms. The distribution of
temperature in the skin is important to estimate possible damage
to viable cells aimed for transfection and to avoid thermally induced damage to the delivered plasmid. With our model, an
assessment was made if such protocols cause any signiﬁcant heating in the stratum corneum that could lead to thermal expansion of
the electrically induced pores in the stratum corneum. We also
investigated the feasibility to deliver plasmid into the skin transdermally through electro-thermally created pores or local transport regions, instead of an intradermal injection that was used
during our in vivo experiments.

Fig. 2 shows the temperature distribution during the high voltage (HV) pulse in and around the electrically created stratum corneum pore (diameter = 15 lm) at 25 ls (a), 50 ls (b), 75 ls (c) and
100 ls (d). It is evident from the ﬁgure that no signiﬁcant thermally induced expansion of the pore (temperatures above 60 °C)
takes place during the HV pulse. Maximum reached temperatures
inside the pore were: at 25 ls: 65 °C, at 50 ls: 100 °C, at 75 ls:
133 °C and at 100 ls: 161 °C. These peak temperatures, although
quite high make no direct damage to the tissue, as they are reached
inside a pore that is ﬁlled with contact gel. The produced heat does,
however, get dissipated into the neighboring domains – the SC and
the viable epidermis. Still, in the viable epidermis, the temperature
rise is spatially limited to the area just below the stratum corneum.
The threshold temperature causing skin burns is 45 °C, however,
the duration of exposure needs to be much longer (1 h) in order
to cause skin burns at this temperature. About 1 s of exposure is
needed at 70 °C. The time of exposure of epidermis to temperatures above 70 °C in our case was shorter (the whole pulse protocol
is less than half a second), so we can safely conclude that no significant damage of viable tissue was caused. Indeed, during our published in vivo experiments [9], using the described experimental
setup and protocols, a tolerance study was also done and the results showed no burns or erythema. Moreover, the histological
study of the treated skin was performed and it showed no damage
in the structure of the skin. Some short-term redness was observed
with the naked eye a few minutes after pulsing. It was consistently
lower on the anode side of the treated area (when compared to the
cathode side), which shows that this transient redness can be
attributed to local changes in ion concentration or pH imbalance,
and is not a consequence of temperature increase. This in vivo ﬁnding is further conﬁrmed with the presented theoretical results.
The electrically and thermally induced changes of tissue material properties at the end of HV pulse are shown in Fig. 3. Dark color
in the stratum corneum around the LTR shows the areas heated
above 60 °C (threshold for thermally induced LTR expansion).
Shades of gray in the viable epidermis denote part of the tissue
of increased cell membrane permeability, that is the areas where
the electric ﬁeld reversible electroporation threshold is reached.
Tissue permeabilization is gradual, from 600 V/cm (light gray) to
1200 V/cm (dark gray, fully permeabilized tissue). In terms of tissue conductivity, white color denotes the prepulse value of 0.2 S/
m, while the dark gray color represents fully permeabilized tissue
(0.8 S/m).
Fig. 4 shows the temperature distribution during the low voltage (LV) pulse in and around the stratum corneum pore at
100 ls (a), 1 ms (b), 6 ms (c) and 400 ms (d) of the LV pulse. The
results reveal that the amount of resistive heating for the duration
of the 400 ms of LV pulse is lower than the amount of heat dissipation deeper into the skin. No further thermally induced expansion
of the highly conductive stratum corneum pore takes place during
the LV pulse. Maximum reached temperatures inside the pore
were: at 100 ls: 126 °C, at 1 ms: 64 °C, at 6 ms: 58.6 °C and at
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Fig. 2. Isotherms during the high voltage (HV) pulse in and around the electrically created stratum corneum pore (diameter = 15 lm). Pulse duration was 100 ls, pulse
amplitude was 400 V. Temperature distribution is shown at 25 ls (a), 50 ls (b), 75 ls (c) and 100 ls (d) in the section plane cut through the middle of the SC pore,
perpendicularly to skin surface.

Fig. 3. Electrically and thermally induced changes of tissue material properties at
the end of the HV pulse. Dark color in the stratum corneum around the SC pore:
thermally induced LTR expansion. Dark gray in the viable epidermis: electropermeabilized tissue.

400 ms: 60.5 °C. The maximum temperature inside the pore is
dropping sharply for the ﬁrst 6 ms of the LV pulse (minimum temperature is 58.6 °C), then slightly increasing for the rest of the
pulse, reaching 60.5 °C at the end.
It is evident from the results that no signiﬁcant thermal expansion of the electrically-created aqueous pore in the stratum corneum takes place during either the HV or the LV pulse. Further,
no signiﬁcant damage of viable tissue underneath the stratum corneum (the epidermis) was caused as a result of resistive heat dis-

sipation. Although comparing the results of our model with other
published theoretical analyses of skin electroporation is difﬁcult
due to different geometrical and pulse parameters, some parallels
can nevertheless be drawn. In Becker’s papers [32,34], similar
geometry of the skin fold with the plate electrodes was used. The
delivered square pulses were in the range of the pulse amplitude
used during our HV pulse (300 of 275 V). However, the pulses were
much longer (250 ms), which led to a signiﬁcant heating and LTR
creation. Nevertheless, Becker’s results at 10 or 20 ms of the applied pulse (still 100 or 200 times longer than our 100 ls HV) show
that the temperature rise around the SC pore is still limited to the
direct vicinity of the 15 lm pore. Similarly, limited temperature
rise inside a 50 lm pore during single exponentially decaying
pulse (time constant: 1 or 10 ms, 70 V amplitude across SC alone)
was also demonstrated in a theoretical model by Martin et al. [30].
A number of in vitro experimental studies were done on skin
studying the formation of aqueous pores through the SC as a result
of electroporation [12–14]. The main question was whether the increase in the SC permeability is fundamentally an electrical or a
thermal phenomenon. A widely accepted answer is that while
the electroporation of cell membranes is responsible for the creation of small pores in the SC, the thermal effect causes their expansion and the formation of the larger local transport regions (LTRs).
Unfortunately, the described in vivo setup is hard to compare to
different in vitro experimental circumstances where usually thin
specimens of SC with some epidermal tissue placed in a permeation chamber were used. However, it seems that bigger amount
of electrical energy needs to be delivered than during our HV + LV
protocol in order to observe larger local transport regions through
the SC. Namely, a number of exponentially decaying electroporation pulses of time constant at least 1 ms or longer (up to
300 ms) were usually used in vitro. In contrast, our electroporative
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Fig. 4. Isotherms during the low voltage (LV) pulse in and around the electrically created stratum corneum pore (diameter = 15 lm). Pulse duration was 400 ms, pulse
amplitude was 80 V. Temperature distribution is shown at 100 ls (a), 1 ms (b), 6 ms (c) and 400 ms (d) in the section plane cut through the middle of the pore,
perpendicularly to skin surface.

high voltage pulse was too short, while the amplitude of the following, albeit longer electrophoretic pulse was too low to cause
any signiﬁcant heating and LTR expansion. We also conﬁrmed this
in vitro on a dermatomed skin in a permeation chamber. No local
transport regions were observed using our described HV + LV pulse
protocol (data not published).
Although our model shows that no large LTRs are produced as a
result of the pulse protocol used, one more aspect of a electro-thermal synergistic effect of electric pulses on skin, not included in our
model, needs to be pointed out. Namely, transdermal voltage causing SC electroporation is temperature dependent; in other words,
the probability of further electroporation is increased in the heated
regions [21]. Consequently, resistive heating in the vicinity of the
electrically created pore will lead to more pore formation and thus
larger area involved in transdermal transport. Further, with the
periodic boundary conditions in the model we represented the
density of 40 pores per 0.1 cm2, which is the reported LTR density
for high voltage pulses [12–14]. Most likely, more pores in the SC
are created due to cell membrane electroporation, however, only
a portion of them are expanded into LTRs under favorable pulse
conditions.
Due to the electrical breakdown and the increased permeability
of the stratum corneum, the viable cells end up getting exposed to
an electric ﬁeld high enough to cause cell membrane permeabilization, which is crucial for successful gene transfection. As shown by
the model, the permeabilized area extends beyond the dimensions

of the pore in the SC (Fig. 3), which yields enough viable cells for
gene transfection. Further, as already mentioned, it is likely that
the number of such pores is much higher than the modeled 40
pores per 0.1 cm2, making the volume of permeabilized cells in
the viable layers even larger.
With respect to the potential damage to the plasmid during our
in vivo experiments we can safely conclude that no thermally induced harm was done. Namely, the plasmid was injected intradermally with a syringe into viable skin layers where thermal
dissipation is low. However, we also wanted to explore the feasibility of using electroporation as a two-stage process for gene delivery in skin: (a) to create pores in the SC through which to
transport the DNA, then (b) introduce the DNA into viable skin
cells. The biggest obstacle is the amount of resistive heat produced
during the pulse protocol. Although no signiﬁcant damage is done
to the tissue, the temperature in the transdermal paths in the SC is
high and could damage the plasmid. However, with a modiﬁcation
of the pulsing protocol, the two-stage process of gene delivery is
still feasible. Firstly, one or more HV pulses could be used to permeabilize the SC and create aqueous pores. After that, a few seconds without pulsing should elapse in order to allow heat
dissipation and lower the peak temperatures inside the pores. Secondly, plasmid DNA should be applied topically on the skin and
either left to diffuse or be delivered electrophoretically through
the SC. Namely, according to the literature [12,13], once the pulsing ceases, only slow SC recovery (no pore resealing) occurs at
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the sites where the temperature has exceeded 70 °C. As the ﬁnal
stage of the protocol, an HV + LV pulse protocol could be used in
order to achieve gene transfection of viable skin cells. An advantage of this method is the large volume of permeabilized viable
epidermal cells in the direct vicinity of the aqueous transdermal
delivery paths (see Fig. 3), which increases the odds of a high level
electrotransfer.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we theoretically describe skin electropermeabilization addressing both, electrical as well as thermal effects on skin
tissue. The electrode design and pulse protocols we describe were
used for gene electrotransfer in vivo, where plasmid DNA was injected intradermally with a syringe and square electric pulses were
delivered to the skin tissue with external plate electrodes. We analyzed the amount of heating in and around an electrically created
pore in the stratum corneum, to evaluate possible thermal damage
of skin, as well as the delivered DNA. Further, we investigated the
feasibility to use electroporation as a two-stage process for gene
delivery in skin: (a) to deliver plasmid DNA into the skin transdermally through electro-thermally created aqueous paths in the SC,
instead of an intradermal injection, then (b) achieve successful
DNA electrotransfer into viable skin cells. The results of our theoretical model demonstrate that no signiﬁcant further thermal
expansion of the electrically-created pores in the SC takes place
during the pulse delivery. Furthermore, no signiﬁcant damage to
the viable skin was caused as a result of resistive heat dissipation.
This ﬁnding was also conﬁrmed during the experimental tolerance
study in vivo, published in [9]. Also, with some modiﬁcations to the
used HV + LV protocol, electroporation of skin could potentially be
used as a successful two-stage process of gene delivery.
Theoretical evaluation of different pulse parameters and tissueelectrode geometrical setups is becoming commonplace in electroporation-based treatments, however, thermal aspect is mostly
overlooked. Since the amount of resistive heat is different for every
speciﬁc application, thermal effects should be considered in such
theoretical models, as merely a general estimation is often not
sufﬁcient.
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